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NEW QUESTION: 1
Why should Profile Management service (MSI) be installed on all zone data collectors and
desktop delivery controllers?
A. It saves user data to a network repository.
B. The zone data collectors and desktop delivery controllers contain dynamic session
information.
C. It is the only way to save InternetExplorer favorites.
D. It causes user data to be saved on the zone data collectors and desktop delivery controllers.
Answer: B

NEW QUESTION: 2
A. Option C
B. Option B
C. Option D
D. Option A
Answer: C

NEW QUESTION: 3
You are evaluating the connectivity between the virtual machines after the planned
implementation of the Azure networking infrastructure.
For each of the following statements, select Yes if the statement is true. Otherwise, select No.
Answer:
Explanation:
Explanation
Once the VNets are peered, all resources on one VNet can communicate with resources on the
other peered VNets. You plan to enable peering between Paris-VNet and AllOffices-VNet.
Therefore VMs on Subnet1, which is on Paris-VNet and VMs on Subnet3, which is on
AllOffices-VNet will be able to connect to each other.
All Azure resources connected to a VNet have outbound connectivity to the Internet by default.
Therefore VMs on ClientSubnet, which is on ClientResources-VNet will have access to the
Internet; and VMs on Subnet3 and Subnet4, which are on AllOffices-VNet will have access to the
Internet.
References:
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/virtual-network/virtual-network-peering-overview
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/networking/networking-overview#internet-connectivi
ty
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